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Introduction: DBF Table
Activation Code is a fast, but
lightweight version of DataSet.

It is not for storing huge
amount of data but can hold
large amount of data without
using much memory. It can be

used to work with data, which is
structured or unstructured. It
provides the access to the data
inside the DBF file. It works
very easily with Delphi as
DataSet. It can be used for
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retrieving, modifying, inserting
and deleting the records. It

works faster than BDE but slower
than Delphi data component,
because it uses BDE to access
the data. It's API is the same
as DataSet. It can work with
windows, BDE and any database.
It can be used to create new

database from the existing one.
It can be created from the

existing tables, there are no
need to create the tables first.
DBF Table Cracked Version can

show the column and column value
properties. It can show

properties in the page and table
modes. With the help of DBF
Table Free Download you can ?
Read and modify the records of
the file ? Access the DBF file
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and filter the data ? Edit and
add the data inside the DBF file
? Insert, update and delete the
records ? Create a new database
from the existing one Features:
? Simple filtering and searching

? Quickly scan the data ?
Display and undelete the deleted
records ? Show the column and

column values properties ? View
and modify the record properties
? Support to retain the type
information of the column and
the column value ? Supports

Unicode version 5.0 ? Works with
windows, BDE and any database ?
Supports the record merge and
the column sort ? Can create a
new database from the existing
one Description: The Component,
which is commonly called by the
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name of TDataGrid, is a
descendent of the TDataset. The
Component is used for displaying
the data which is provided by
the TDataset. It is commonly
used in the IDE's palette. The

TDataset and the TDataset
component is used to display and
modify the data. The component
is responsible for the data
loading and it is called once
the component is used. It also
allows to implement the search
functionality in the data. The
Component also provides the
functionality of sorting and

filtering the
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Keymacro provides an extension
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to the TDataSet. It allows you
to use DBF DBF files without

using BDE. It provides filtering
and searching, as well as
displaying and undelete

functionality. Keymacro comes
with 2 classes, namely

KeymacroTransparentDataSet and
KeymacroDataSource.

KeymacroTransparentDataSet is
the class that you use to

perform your searches. It is
used to query the DBF files for
records. It has the following
properties: dstName - the name
of the DBF file. query - the

query used to get data from the
DBF file. The query can either
be in a stored procedure or in a
query. conditions - A set of
conditions. One condition
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corresponds to one record.
parameters - A set of parameters
for the query. If the query is
in a stored procedure, then
these will be the parameters
passed to the procedure.

dataSource - the dataset where
the query will return the data.
To create a transparent dataset,

you use the following code:
transp = KeymacroTransparentData
Set.Create(Self,'mydbf','select
* from emp', true, false, [],

ParameterDirectionEnum.Forward,
'', '', ''); In the above code,
self is a class variable that

refers to the Main Form on which
the operation is performed.

mydbf is a string variable that
refers to the DBF file. In our
example, the DBF file will be a
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file called'mydbf.dbf'. emp is
the name of a field in the DBF
file. query is the query that we
want to run on the DBF file. As
you can see, there are only two
required parameters, query and
dataSource. query can be in a
stored procedure or a query. A
query in a stored procedure will
be executed only if the user is
logged in. conditions can be
more or less complicated,

depending on what you need. A
condition can be a constant (eg:
CONST or LIKE) or a string. A

string can be a simple
expression like 'foo' or a
combination of expressions

separated by '&'. For instance,
the expression '&fname like
'%B%' will return all the
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records with a field fname that
starts with B.

ParameterDirectionEnum.Forward
means that we will receive the

1d6a3396d6
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================================
========== DBF Tables are opened
and closed automatically as BDE
opens or closes it's files. All
the DBF Tables opened by BDE are
accessible through the one
component. DBF Tables can be
displayed in two different ways:
? Mode 1: The default
TDBFDisplay component is used to
display DBF files, this
component uses the properties of
the components, so it provides
the same look of the
application. The properties can
be used to enable or disable
specific properties in the
component. ? Mode 2: The
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TDBFDisplayEdit component allows
you to edit DBF records. It's
properties can be used to view
or modify specific properties in
the component. There are two
versions of DBF Table Component.
The VCL version is compatible
with Delphi 5, 6. In the future
there will be compatible DBF
Table Component for Delphi 6.
Features: ======================
==================== * Simple
filtering and searching. *
Delete deleted records. * BDE
compatible. * The component uses
the properties of the
components, so it provides the
same look of the application. *
TDBFDisplay component allows you
to display DBF files, it uses
the properties of the components
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to show the default behavior. *
TDBFDisplayEdit component allows
you to view and modify the
records of a table. It uses the
properties of the components to
show the default behavior. * The
component is compatible with
BDE. * The component is used
only by DBF Dataset Components.
* The component is useful for
displaying the BDE files. * The
component is compatible with all
BDE Components. * The component
uses BDE functions to retrieve
data. * The component is not
compatible with VCL. * The
component is compatible with the
components which support BDE. *
The component supports all the
properties of the components. ==
================================
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================================
====== Installation: ===========
===============================
1. Extract the components in
your application folder 2.
Compile in Delphi 5, 6 3.
Extract the DbfLook.bpl and
EditDbf.bpl in your application
folder 4. Edit BDE's setup.ini
and edit the 'Components' value
in the following lines:
`Components=DbfLook.bpl,
EditDbf.bpl' ===================
================================
===================== Usage: ===
================================
======= In the IDE:

What's New In?

This unit provides an
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implementation of the Delphi 5/6
Database File component. This
component has functions for
reading, writing, and undelete
records from the specified file.
{$APPTYPE CONSOLE} uses
SysUtils; //Delphi 5/6 type
TDbfDataset = class private
FFileName: string;
FCurrentRecord: Integer;
FCurrentRecords: Integer;
FFilter: string; FFileIndex:
Integer; FFileDeleted: Boolean;
FMaxRecord: Integer;
FMaxRecords: Integer; procedure
ReadDBF; procedure WriteDBF;
procedure AddRecord(const
Filename: string; aValue:
string); public constructor
Create(const Filename: string);
destructor Destroy; override;
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function HasPrevious: boolean;
function HasNext: boolean;
function IndexOfName(const
Filename: string): Integer;
function GetFilenames: array of
string; function LoadRecords:
TDataset; function SaveRecords:
TDataset; function
UndeleteRecords: TDataset;
property Filename: string read
FFileName; property MaxRecords:
Integer read FMaxRecords;
property MaxRecord: Integer read
FMaxRecord; property
CurrentRecord: Integer read
FCurrentRecord; property
CurrentRecords: Integer read
FCurrentRecords; property
FileDeleted: Boolean read
FFileDeleted; property
FilenameIndex: Integer read
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FFileIndex; end; { TDbfDataset }
function
TDbfDataset.Create(const
Filename: string): TDbfDataset;
begin Result:=TDbfDataset.Create
(Filename); end; function
TDbfDataset.Create(const
Filename: string; const aFilter:
string): TDbfDataset; begin Resu
lt:=TDbfDataset.Create(Filename)
; FFilter:=aFilter; end;
function TDbfDataset.Filename:
string; begin Result:=FFileName;
end; function
TDbfDataset.GetFilenames: array
of string; begin Result:
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or 8.1
(64-bit) Processor: Core 2 Duo
or equivalent Memory: 2 GB
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 3000
or equivalent DirectX: Version
9.0 Network: Broadband Internet
connection Storage: 3 GB
available space Sound Card:
DirectX Compatible Sound Device
Additional Notes: Certain
software programs may not be
compatible with the features of
the program.Q: How to prevent
warnings and errors using alias
and subshell
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